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Füllinsdorf is a small Swiss municipality in the canton of Basel-Landschaft, in

the district of Liestal. There, the Wyss+Santos architectural firm has designed a

private villa with large volumes and a balanced modernist structure, towering

over the city and offering an impressive view of the surrounding plain. Spaces

are organized in large rooms; the interplay between indoors and outdoors is

dominated by the airiness of the essential windows; a classic color palette

develops a sober alternation of light and dark tones; all these design choices

led Wyss+Santos to turn to the primordial.
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The Wyss+Santos architectural firm has designed a private villa with large

volumes and a balanced modernist structure.

CLICK HERE TO READ THE  COMPLETE STORY
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OPEN APPEAL

Characterized by its eclectic and contemporary architecture, Hong Kong, is the

perfect city for Boca do Lobo's studio's most recent luxury loft. The Penthouse,

with a panoramic view of Victoria Harbor and the world-famous Hong Kong

skyline, is located near the city’s Central Business District and offers an

unparalleled level of luxury and modernity. Open space was the main concept

when developing this interior design project. This exclusive loft provides its

owners with sprawling rooms that share a cohesive design aesthetic and yet

each has a unique and distinctive appeal. 

A modern house entrance is key for setting the tone in any contemporary

design. This penthouse is an industrial open space with concrete walls and

ceilings that are high enough to accommodate the opulence of the Supernova

Chandelier, one of Boca do Lobo’s most-wanted pieces. 

CLICK HERE TO READ THE COMPLETE STORY

OPEN APPEAL

A penthouse designed by Boca do Lobo mixes the vibrant with the patterned

to create a unique open style of luxury.
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Coverings the preeminent event for the ceramic tile and natural stone

industry in North America is going to take place in April 5-8, 2022 at the Las

Vegas Convention Center in Las Vegas, Nevada. Like every year there are going

to be awarded Coverings Installation and Design (CID) Awards and

nominations for the 2022 Rock Star Awards. The Coverings 2022 event

registration, hotel bookings, and awards submissions have officially been

started last month. The attendees can register for the event and reserve rooms

with official Coverings’ hotels. 

 

The Coverings 2022 event registration, hotel bookings, and awards

submissions have officially been started for the Coverings 2022 which is all set

to take place on April 5-8, 2022 at the Las Vegas Convention Center in Las

Vegas, Nevada.

CLICK HERE TO READ THE  COMPLETE STORY
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